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PO Box 341 Dorset, VT 05251  2877 Route 30 Dorset, VT 05251  
Phone: 802-362-4571 x 4             

Town Office: 112 Mad Tom Rd E. Dorset, VT 05253            
Email: dorsetfire341@gmail.com  
 

 
 

DORSET FIRE DISTRICT SPECIAL MEETING   
May 1, 2017 

 

 
Present: Ben Weiss (Chairman), Abbott de Rahm, Roger Squire, Jim 

McGinnis (Water Operator), Rob Gaiotti (Town Manager), Shawn 
Hazelton (Fire Chief) 

Absent:  Mark Putnam, Milt McWayne 

 
Others Present: Greg Kepler (Kepler Engineering), Henry Chandler (Select 

Board) 

 
B. Weisss opened the meeting at 7:03 p.m. 

 
Approval of April Minutes 
G. Kepler noted that the words “conceptualized design and cost estimating” need 

to be added to the second page under the heading Engineer’s Report, last 
sentence (consensus).   A. deRham moved and R. Squire seconded to approve 
the April 10, 2017 minutes as amended.  Motion carried 3-0. 

 
Fire & Water Financials (Gaiotti) 

R. Gaiotti noted that there were not many changes in the financial reports from 
last month.  Expenses and revenues for water and fire were reviewed along with 
delinquent accounts.  R. Squire had questions about the draft audit with regard 

to page 16, Segregation of Duties.  R. Gaiotti explained that the audit referred to 
the 2015 accounting year and this should be resolved going forward.  It was 

decided to have R. Squire sign off on the bank reconciliations each month.  Also 
discussed were capital asset balances/management, debt obligations, long term 
liabilities and old delinquent debt. 
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Water Operator’s Report (McGinnis) 
Chlorine tainted water was found, but the leak could not be located.  J. McGinnis 

will monitor this matter.  Mapping is continuing and J. McGinnis is waiting to 
hear from Paul.  A. deRham noted that he has had contact with Paul and there 

is some conflict with the mapping numbers.  Once mapping is finished, leak 
detection and valve replacement should be next and the State has funding for a 
leak detection program.    Type of valve replacement was discussed and G. Kepler 

recommended not upgrading valves with constrictors as there could be too many 
issues.  B. Weiss noted that three valves are scheduled for replacement:  two on 
Route 30 and one at Church Street and Cheney Road.  J. McGinnis said that the 

red hydrant on Church Street should be painted black.  Report attached.   A. 
deRham moved and R. Squire seconded to approve the Water Operator’s report 

as presented.  Motion carried 3-0. 
 
Fire Chief’s Report (Hazelton) 

S. Hazelton read his report for fire incidents from April 25th through May 1st (list 
attached).   A. deRham moved and R. Squire seconded to approve the Fire Chief’s 

report as presented.  Motion carried 3-0. 
 
Status Report from Kepler Engineering (Kepler) 

G. Kepler reviewed his provided services and grant deliverables listing eight 
tasks.  Email dated May 1, 2017 outlined rough estimated costs for:  
supplemental water supply, metering station with data logger, metering all users, 

replacing private water service lines, and system improvements for functional 
fire hydrants.  G. Kepler included spreadsheets for estimated costs for new water 

source, system metering station, and total estimated project costs.     
 
Each of the five items listed above were discussed.   

 Water source cost estimate does include third party costs such as well 
drilling.    G. Kepler outlined some of the next steps as:  water rights, 

planning loan submission, well design/testing, permit application, well 
drilling, development, yield testing, sample water quality, monitor septic 

systems (part of yield test), source protection plan development, bond vote 
next spring for financing and application for construction loans.   

 B. Weiss is to contact J. Thrasher for a legal opinion regarding an 

easement for an in-ground vault for the metering station.   

 There are two types of user metering systems:  tap and wireless.  A. 

deRham noted that the tap system is a simple method to use.  

 B. Weiss asked if there were any dependencies between metering 

installation and service line replacements.  G. Kepler responded no, but it 
would be okay to do them together for some cost saving. 

 B. Weiss suggested that fire hydrant improvements be presented at the 
annual meeting along with the other four recommended items, but inform 

the residents that hydrants will not be addressed currently.  Discussion 
ensued regarding the use of hydrants, firefighting abilities and ISO ratings, 
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but it was stated that reliable, potable water was the first priority since the 
fire department has worked around the hydrant deficiency with other 

methods for firefighting. 
 

It was mentioned by G. Kepler that another option is to do your own bonding 
which is less expensive, but payments start earlier.  A. deRham noted that 
currently any consumer within the water district cannot add any water fixtures 

or make plumbing changes as it is prohibited.   
 
Water Projects Committee Report (deRham, Weiss) 

A. deRham has sent the digital files to R. Gaiotti.   It was noted that the Nature 
Conservancy was not cooperative and the Board will move forward with other 

property negotiations.  R. Gaiotti asked what would be needed for road 
construction and G. Kepler replied he would need to look at a risk analysis 
(which should be low risk) before answering.    

 
The asset management grant application deadline is May 12, 2017.  A deRham 

moved and R. Squire seconded to have G. Kepler and J. McGinnis prepare a list 
of items for the asset management grant application prior to May 12, 2017.  
Motion carried 3-0.  

 
G. Kepler discussed with Alison categories of work to be done: 

 Succession plan (J. McGinnis retirement) 

 Additional mapping ~ service line maps 

 Meter download and analysis 

 Short term asset inventory (5-10 year life span) 

 
Fire Department Committee Report (McWayne, Putnam, Hazelton) 

S. Hazelton noted that he has not heard back from Howie (East Dorset Fire Dept.) 
and Howie has not been present at the joint meetings.  B. Weiss stated that Peru 
Electric will come tomorrow for a site evaluation for the alarm system.   

 
2017 Water Billing (Weiss) & Water User Census (Weiss) 

R. Squire asked if the Barrows House was aware that they will be charged $2,500 
on their next water bill for the water cooled compressor they have and A. deRham 
responded that a letter should be sent informing them of this.  B. Weiss noted 

that it was mentioned verbally to them. Discussion ensued regarding the 
antiquated rate system being used and the eventual new rates based on design.    

The Board decided to consolidate billing accounts (multiple bills to one bill for 
each owner ~ not billed per building/structure) and also consolidate floors and 
fixtures.  Barrows House billing is to be discussed further as they are the only 

water customer having three taps with 7-8 buildings.  Quarterly billing was 
discussed and a “non-residential” rate definition is needed.   A. deRham felt that 
the non-residential dishwasher rate was still too low.   
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The topic of using different options (baskets, dry hydrants), etc.) for firefighting 
to improve ISO rating was talked about along with addressing the issues to have 

a new inspection when the Fire Department is ready.   B. Weiss suggested that 
the Fire Committee look at this matter. 

 
Annual Meeting Preparations (Weiss) 
A. deRham requested that a phone be set up for the annual meeting so that he 

can participate as he will be away during that time.  A moderator has been 
chosen for the meeting.   
 

Old/New Business 
In answer to a question about the Town taking over water projects, R. Gaiotti 

suggested that a written agreement with monetary figures be drafted and 
approved so that it can be presented to the Select Board.   A Water Committee 
meeting should be held to finalize the planning loan paperwork to be submitted 

by May 20, 2017.   
 

A. deRham moved and R. Squire seconded to move to Executive Session at 10:15 
p.m.  to discuss legal and contractual information for the water source easement.  
Motion carried 3-0.   Executive Session ended at 10:30 p.m. with no further 

action taken.   Adjournment was motioned by A. deRham and seconded by R. 
Squire at 10:30 p.m.  
 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Nancy Aversano 

Administrative Assistant 
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